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ServiceNews Article
Helping you fix it right the first time - every time

Got a vehicle in your shop with any or all of these symptoms?

• Noise, refrigerant vapor, or both, coming from under the hood

• Poor A/C performance 

• Dead battery after parking for a short time or overnight

They could be caused by the A/C compressor clutch relay contacts intermittently sticking closed. 
Which symptoms you’ll see depends on when that relay sticks. 

If it sticks while the engine and A/C are running, the compressor clutch stays engaged when the 
compressor and cooling fans are commanded off. The discharge pressure spikes above the opening 
pressure of the compressor’s pressure relief valve, causing it to open. A sudden increase in engine load 
causes the engine idle speed to drop, so it sounds labored. Refrigerant loss from the pressure relief valve 
opening results in poor A/C performance.

If it sticks when you turn off the ignition with the compressor running, the compressor clutch keeps drawing 
battery power at a rate of 2 to 4 amps. That much parasitic draw discharges the battery in short order.

To troubleshoot this problem, here are some helpful tips:
• The compressor clutch and cooling fans should always cycle together. Check if the compressor clutch 

is engaged when the PGM-FI Data List in the HDS says the compressor and fans are off. The 
compressor clutch should never be engaged with the fans off.

• The HDS has a function test that works the compressor clutch relay. Just click on PGM-FI, Mode 
Menu, and Inspection. Before running it, make sure the engine and A/C are turned off. 

• Check the pressure relief valve area for traces of refrigerant oil. That tells you the valve has opened at 
some point to relieve excess discharge pressure.
NOTE: If the pressure relief valve has opened, you must recover the refrigerant and replace that 
valve. If you don’t, it could open below its rated pressure the next time.

• Use the LH41A clamp meter to check for parasitic draw. If the relay is sticking, you’ll see a reading 
between 2 to 4 amps. That reading will drop quite a bit when you pull the relay.

• While measuring voltage drop is a good way to divide and troubleshoot certain relay circuit problems— 
and can verify a stuck relay—you can’t use it to predict a relay that might stick closed. So unless the 
condition is present, you’ll just see a voltage drop within normal range.

• For more troubleshooting info, be sure to check out these self-study modules in Online University: 
ELC65 - Troubleshooting by Dividing a Circuit
ELC66 - Troubleshooting Relay Circuits

• If you need help duplicating this problem, you’ll find some good guidance in the June ’09 ServiceNews 
article “Poor Airflow or Cooling After Extended Highway Driving With A/C On.” 

To fix this problem, replace the compressor clutch relay with P/N 39794-SDA-A05.

Just a reminder: You’ll find everything we talked about here covered in the Tech2Tech segment “Poor A/C 
Performance or Dead Battery? Could Be a Sticking Compressor Clutch Relay.” So be sure to check it out.
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